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1. ABSTRACT 

In this paper we present optimized algorithms for im- 
age deblurring in the case of a separable Point Spread 
Function (PSF). Our work is in the usual context of 
Bayesian estimation with Gibbs Random Fields (GRF). 
The derived algorithms fall into the class of Single Site 
Update Algorithms (SSUAs), which exhibit a high con- 
vergence rate per iteration [l] and small memory re- 
quirements, while hard domain constraints such as pos- 
itivity are easily introduced. On the other hand, stan- 
dard forms of SSUAs rapidly become intractable when 
the size of the PSF is large. In the present study, we 
show how PSF separability can benefit SSUAs, in order 
to reduce the cost of each pixel update from O ( 2 p q )  to 
O(p + q )  ( p  x q is the size of the PSF). We show that 
the resulting deterministic SSUA compares very favor- 
ably with Global Update Algorithms (GUAs), The new 
separable form can also benefit other SSUAs, especially 
stochastic versions such as Simulated Annealing (SA) 
and Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) algorithms. 

2. MOTIVATION 

In a Bayesian approach to deblurring, data y are ob- 
served through an imaging system with a two dimen- 
sional (2D) impulse response H .  With white Gaussian 
additive noise n the degradation model is described 
by the linear relation y = H x  + n where x is the 
column ordered vector corresponding to the M x N 
image to be restored and H is the convolutional ma- 
trix (Toeplitz block Toeplitz) corresponding to the PSF 
H .  Standard application of Bayes rule with a GRF 
as prior for x yields the posterior probability density 
function (PDF) ~(zly) and the negloglikelihood func- 
tion J(z) = - log ~ ( a l y ) ,  up to an additional constant 
C :  

Handling J(z) is the corner stjoiie of Bayesian esti- 
mators, including MAP, Posterior Mean and Marginal 
MAP. For instance, the MAP estimator gmap mini- 
mizes J ( x ) .  The problem of computing gmap is for- 
mally simplified when the Gibbs potential 4 is convex 
because J(z) has no local minima, but it may repre- 
sent a numerical challenge if a large number of pixels 
are processed. 

When GUAs such as gradient, or pseudo-conjugate 
gradient algorithms [2] are used for minimizing (l), 
each iteration requires the computation of the gradi- 
ent and at least one time t,he computation of the 
criterion J(z), depending on the line search minimiza- 
tion method. Fast convolution techniques (using FFT) 
and separable PSFs can considera.bly reduce the com- 
putational cost, but memory requirements of GUAs re- 
main high (roughly speaking, froin three to six times 
the image size) and domain constraints are difficult to 
introduce. 

On the contrary, SSUAs a.re iiiemory cheaper (two 
times the image size) and hard domain constraints are 
easily introduced, but no existing version takes advan- 
tage of separability, so SSUAs a.re presently restricted 
to PSFs with reduced support. This is also true for 
stochastic versions [3, 41 where SSUAs are widely used 
for sampling the PDF ~ ( a l y )  using Markov chain meth- 
ods. In the next section, we derive an efficient “sep- 
arable” SSUA for deblurring, which also extends to 
stochastic simulation. 

3. SINGLE SITE UPDATE ALGORITHMS 

According to a SSUA, image pixels are visited and 
modified in turn. In order to update the currently 
visited pixel zz3, efficient computation of the terms of 
J(a) involving T , . ~  must be considered In t8he follow- 
ing, we successively address three cases where J is re- 
spectively quadratic (ze x is a Gauss-Markov field), 
convex or non-convex. We first focus on the quadratic 
case (5 3.1). Both other rases are addressed by admix- 
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ture of auxiliary variables ( 5  3.2 and 3 3.3). 

3.1. Gauss-Markov prior 

When a Gauss-Markov model (i.e., a GRF with Gibbs 
potential 4(u) = U')  is used as prior, J is quadratic 
as a function of xij. Its minimum value is reached at 
mij : 

". 23 - - x..+ 23 

1 (2) 
[H ' 91 .j - [H' H z ]  i j + 20' x r,  i j (2: - 2: , j 

[HtHl*j,zj+2~2 C X r , i j  

where the sums extend to the neighborhood of the cur- 
rently visited pixel xi j .  Note that mij is also the mean 
of the conditional density n(xij I z q i j ,  y) whose vari- 
ance a:j is inversely proportional to the above denom- 
inator. 

Since [Hty];j  does not depend on the current o 
we pre-calculate and store it. Only the Gibbs part 
(which often includes only few pixels) and [NtNz] i j  
have to be calculated. The latter requires 4pq multi- 
plications for each visited pixel or 2pq thanks to cen- 
tral symmetry of H t H ,  which is the 2D autocorre- 
lation function of the PSF. In the following we show 
that separability H = vth yields an efficient way of 
computing [HtHs] i j  from the autocorrelation vectors 
( g ,  w) of the horizontal and vertical components (h,  U )  

respectively. Let us introduce an auxiliary vector Rij 
of length 2 p  - 1 defined by : 

k - ( q - 1 )  

for k. = -p+ 1, .  . . , p -  1. It is easy to check that 

(3) 

(4) 
k = - ( p - 1 )  

Since g and w are symmetric, (3) and (4) only in- 
volve q and p multiplications. Now, the keypoint of 
the derivation is the shift invariance Rk+".l = R;3+l for 
each IC < p - 1 (c5). which is kept up-to-date during 
the scan of a whole column (c4). From (3) hence, af- 
ter each update of a pixel x ig ,  one has only to keep 
RL' up-to-date (c4) and to  calculate (c6). This 
provides a very efficient way of updating the pixels by 
recursive scanning of the columns (a transposed form 
can also be considered), according to a Gauss-Seidel 
procedure. The following table presents a Successive 
Over-relaxation (SOR) version, which introduces a re- 
laxation coefficient 0 < w < 2 (c3) to allow faster con- 
vergence [ a ] .  

(a) Initialize : ca.lculat,e a,nd st.orc H t y ,  g and w. 
(b) For each column J = 1, . . . A T :  initialize R".j (2b) 

(c) For each pixel i = 1, .  . . ~ A1 in the jtli column : 
(cl) Apply the iiiaslc [HtH:c];.j = wtRij  (2a) 
(c2) Add Gibbs a.nd ret.rofilt.ered contributions 

(c3) Update xij  subject, t,o doiliain constraints 

(c4) Update Rf c R.7 + ~ w 0 ( 4 ~ ~ j e "  - x i j )  

to compute 7 n i j .  

xyje" t xij + w (172i j  - x i j )  

(c5) Ry ' j=R:+,  f o r k = - p + l ,  . . . , p -  2. 
to take z?;je" into account,. 

(c6) Compute a,ccording to (2b). 
Iterate step (c) until end of t,he current column. 

Iterate step (b) until convergence. 

3.2. Convex cases 

Though the above form only applies to quadratic crite- 
ria, admixture of auxiliary variables 1 [5, 61 provides a 
simple way to extend the same optimized structure to 
maximization (and sampling) of a. much larger family 
of posterior densities. 

A recently acknowledged role of auxiliary variables 
is to introduce an augmented criterion J(z, I )  [5] aris- 
ing from the following duality principle [7, chap. 71 : 

Theorem 1 Let f(x) be concme on a convex set D.  
The concave conjugate g ( l )  on fhe convex set D* as 
defined as 

g ( l )  = z E D  inf ( l z  - f ( x ) )  (5) 

where D* = { l l g ( l )  > -MI} 1s  U conuex set. 
consequence, f(x) = infiED* ( l z  - g ( l ) ) .  

A s  (I 

In our case, let, d(u )  = infleD* ( l u 2  + $ ( l ) )  an even 
function. It follows that 4(m) aiid - $ ( 2 )  are convex 
conjugate on D* c E+ and J(Z) = inflE~9 J(z,Z), 
with 

(6) 
By construction J(x) and J(a, I )  share the same min- 
imum. The latter can be obtained by alternate min- 
imization of (6) with respect t,o L and 1. As a func- 
tion of Z,  J ( z ,  E )  is an inhomogeneous quadratic func- 
tion to which 3 3.1 applies for AT$ E XI,., in (1). As 
a function of the auxiliary variables I ,  J(z,Z) reads 
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Jrs (Zrs, x,, xS), which is independently minimized by 

2 0  
PCG 

(7) 

J(i) IgradJ(z)lz Mflops 

11812 3.6907 438 (50 it) 
3.479105 6129 

according to a simple duality result [7, chap. 71. 
The whole algorithm alternates 
updates of a and 1, the latter being a local and in- 

expensive operation. Moreover, the auxiliary variables 
require no additional memory if the updates are care- 
fully intertwined. When first order cliques are used, 
it is never necessary to store more than one column 
of auxiliary variables at the same time, and not more 
than three columns for second order cliques. 

SSUA 11811 1.8219 77 (34 i t j  
11809 0.0149 437 (195 it) 

L 

3.3. Stochastic version for SA and other MCMC 

When the Gibbs potential 4 is not convex, SA [3,8,5,4] 
still provides a global optimization algorithm. The idea 
is to build a stationary Markov Chain that converges to 
dIT and to slowly decrease the temperature T .  In the 
general case of continuous random variables, samples of 
71 are obtained by a Metropolis sampler [9], involving 
a proposal PDF. The latter must be carefully chosen 
and tuned, otherwise convergence can be very slow. 

In the same context, a major advantage of intro- 
ducing auxiliary variables is to allow Gibbs sampling 
[3] from ~(z, Zly) c( exp -J(o, 1) rather than Metropo- 
lis sampling from ~(a l y ) .  If X and L are alterna- 
tively sampled, a stationary Markov chain is generated 
that converges to ~(z,Zly). OR one hand ( X J L , Y )  is 
Gauss-Markov, and over-relaxation can still be used to 
sample X by replacing step (c3) by : 

with n E "(0,l). Such an over-relaxed Gaussian sam- 
pler allows faster convergence and boils down to the 
usual Gibbs sampler [3, 81 when w = 1 [lo]. On the 
other hand (LIX) are independent random variables 
sampled from 

~ ( ~ r s l ~ r ~ x ~ )  ~ X P - X  ( l r s ( x r  - + $ ( l r s ) )  . 

4. SIMULATED EXAMPLES 

Efficiency of the presented deterministic algorithm is 
demonstrated in a deblurring problem. The simulated 
image is a chessboard of 128 x 128 pixels (Figure l (a)) ,  
blurred by a 19 x 19 Gaussian blur. 

To a certain extent, prescribing a Gibbs potential 
is still an open issue. Many edge preserving convex 
functions already provide satisfactory results for image 
processing [ll, 6, 11. Here we propose a new convex 

function $ ( U )  = (u/61 - log(l + ( . u / S ( ) .  It, is not de- 
signed to perform bett,er t,lia,ii others, since it has the 
usual L1-L2 shape, but, it, is numerically a.ttractive since 
its derivative is simply #(U) = u/d( )u)  + 6). Hence, 
updating the auxiliary varia.bles using (7) is an inex- 
pensive operation involving no t,ranscendental function. 
This feature would be negligible if t,he heaviest term to 
compute was still the ba,ckprojectioii H t H z .  Actually 
when separability is taken i1it.o a.ccount, it is not SO 

any more and we have prsct,ically found that transcen- 
dental evaluations would represent, a. rather important 
part of the computation 1oa.d. especially when second 
(or greater) order of cliques a.re used. 

Figure 1: (a) Observed and (b)  deblurred images 

The convergence rate of our deterministic algorithm 
(with w = 1.7) has been compared to the well-known 
Bro yden- Fletch e r- Golfra b-Sh a: 11 i t  o Pseud 0-conj ug at e gr a- 
dient [2] with mixed quadratic-ruhic line minimization 
algorithm for the chessboard problem. Signal to noise 
ratio was 20 dB and hyper-parameters S,A were em- 
pirically chosen to obtain visually good results (Figure 
2(b)). Both algorithms were iiiit,ialized with a black 
image. 

The following table reports Mflops, final criteria 
and final gradient norms. Each PCG iteration (which 
also benefits from separability) costs about four times 
a SSUA iteration. For similar values of final criteria, 
SSUA costs six times fewer Mflops than PCG, and for 
similar numbers of Mflops, the norm of the gradient is 
drastically reduced by the SSTJA. On the other hand, 
our algorithm is roughly 13 times faster than the equiv- 
alent SSUA without separability. 
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the 2.2m Haway telescope taken during the first ring 
plane crossing in May 1995 Blur results from a 8s 
pause time and a 29 x 37 separable PSF was estimated 
from the small satellite Thetys (far left of saturn’s ring) 
considered as a point source. Our prior was used to- 
gether with positivity constraint and parameters were 
chosen to obtain good visual reconstruction. Saturn’s 
satellites Thetys and Enceladus are clearly visible on 
the restored image (Figure 2(b)), as well as a white 
spot on the north of equator which appeared to be a 
storm. The proposed algorithm has spent 110 sec. for 
200 iterations on a HPIJ210 workstation and is more 
than 30 times faster than the equivalent SSUA without 
separability. 

Figure 2. (a) Observed and (b) restored images of Sat- 
urn 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have presented a new algorithmic 
structure available €or deblurring images when the PSF 
is separable. We have shown that the deterministic ver- 
sion is very efficient to minimize a convex criterion com- 
pared to  usual and global update algorithms. More- 
over, SSUA are memory efficient, can manage hard do- 
main constraint and are easily parallelisable. Finally, 
stochastic simulation can also benefit from the new sep- 
arable form. One possible extension would be to gener- 
alize the algorithmic structure to PSF of rank greater 
than one. This can be achieved by recursively updating 
several generator vectors rather than only R. 
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